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NORTH END NEIGHBOURHOOD
ASSOCIATION (NENA) UPDATE

Next Meeting:
Wed. October 2, 2019 at 7-8 PM
Bennetto Community Centre
A federal election is underway. You
have probably already seen the lawn
signs asking you for your vote. Make
sure to take the time to inform yourself
about your local candidates and get out
to vote for your preferred choice. It is
important for us to have a strong voice
in Ottawa representing our community
and its interests.
Work continues on the new John Street
bridge, as well as the watermain replacement and reconstruction of Ferguson Avenue between Simcoe and Burlington Streets. The notice sign on the
John Street Bridge now suggests work
will be complete by the end of October.
No definitive timeline has been provided for the reconstruction of Ferguson
Avenue, except that it should be complete before the end of the year.
We are still waiting for more information on the timeline and process for the
redevelopment of CityHousing Hamilton’s Jamesville townhouses. In late
July, the Hamilton Spectator reported
that Stoney Creek based Marz Homes
had been selected as the preferred
bidder for the redevelopment site, but
nothing further has been disclosed to
our knowledge.
This past month, City Council rejected a proposal for a 9-storey apartment
building at the corner of James and
Burlington where the old Scotiabank
was located. Councillor Farr provided
several reasons for rejecting this proposal, including that it represented an
overdevelopment of the site and would
cause parking issues for adjacent properties such as the Guise Street Co-op.
City Council previously approved an
8-storey apartment building at James
and Ferrie on the basis that it would
provide affordable market housing
using an innovative “flexible unit”
concept. In early September, the developer put the site up for sale with an
asking price of $2.9 million citing the
complexities of the project and that a
planning appeal had been filed (by Herman Turkstra and Harbour West Neighbours). The asking price represents a

healthy increase from the $1.6 million
the developer reportedly paid for the
site in 2017 and reflects, in large part,
the value created when City Council
approved increasing the height permission for the site from 4 to 8 storeys.

the lead up to the election, from climate change and pharmacare, to clean
water for Indigenous people. An All
Candidate Meeting is the perfect
chance to ask questions and compare
candidates’ responses.

NENA continues to take issue with
development proposals along James
Street North that seek heights in excess
of our secondary plan, Setting Sail,
which was approved by the Ontario
Municipal Board (now Local Planning Appeal Tribunal) in 2012, and the
recommendations of the James Street
North Mobility Hub Study approved
by City Council in 2014.

The following questions are not
geared to a party or candidate, but
to issues. The questions were developed through discussion of issues at
a meeting of the Canadian Federation
of University Women –Hamilton. At
an “All Candidate Meeting” all the
candidates can try to answer the question. Ask one of these questions or
develop your own question!

At our October meeting we will be
discussing whether NENA should
ask to speak at future meeting of the
City’s Planning Committee to request
the City initiate a process to determine
what the appropriate building heights
and character of the James Street North
should be.

1. If elected, what will your party do
to address the need for infrastructure improvements to provide access to clean drinking water for
First Nations Reserves in Canada?

As noted in previous NENA updates,
the impact of larger buildings along
James Street North than contemplated
by our secondary plan or the mobility
hub study needs to be carefully and
thoughtfully reviewed, so that updated
rules and design criteria can be adopted.
Regardless of your views on these or
other matters, NENA wants to hear
from you. To let us know your thoughts
and concerns email us at nen.president@gmail.com or attend our monthly meeting.
For more up to date information visit
www.NorthEndNeighbours.com

ELECTION 2019:
QUESTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
Time to Vote! Questions to ask candidates at All Candidate Meetings
Voting is easy and doesn’t take much
time. Different voices and opinions
really do matter. Many countries do
not have the right to vote but we live
in a country where we are encouraged
to vote. No candidate or party is “perfect”. But each of us can have a say,
with a vote.
To vote you have to be a Canadian citizen, 18 years old or older on election
day, provide proof of identity and an
address. About 3 weeks before the
election, Voter Information Cards will
be mailed out.
Many issues are being talked about in

NEW SEABIN INSTALLED AT
HARBOUR WEST MARINA
In the corner of Harbour West Marina
(HWM) you may notice a rather inconspicuous looking hole swirling in
the water. Last week, Marina Manager
Kelly Flood and the Hamilton-Oshawa
Port Authority (HOPA) maintenance
team installed a Seabin to collect any
litter floating nearby before it enters the
bay.

2. Now that Medical Assistance in
Dying has been passed into law,
what is your party’s position on
widening access to this procedure?
3. If elected, will your party implement a Universal Pharmacare
program for prescription medication?
4. If you are elected, will you support publicly funded childcare
that is high quality, accessible, affordable, flexible and inclusive?
5. If elected, will your party continue the funding for “It’s Time:
Canada’s Strategy to Prevent
and Address Gender Based Violence”?
6. What would your party do to
address the underrepresentation
of women in skilled trades and
non-traditional occupations?
A good source for more information
about election issues is Macleans.
https://www.macleans.ca/politics/
Most candidates will be going door to
door with information and have campaign offices.
In Hamilton Centre we have Jasper
Kujavsky – Liberals, Monica Ciriello – Conservative, Matthew Green
– New Democrats, Jason Lopez –
Green, Melina Mamone – People’s
Party, and Tony Lemma – None of the
Above, (which does not have status
and will not be appearing on the ballot). He is running as an Independent.
We wish best of luck & happy retirement to David Christopherson who
served Hamilton Centre since 2004.

Connected to the nearest power outlet,
the device works by suctioning surface
water and debris down through a catch
bag, holding any litter and microplastics over 2mm so they can be disposed
of properly. The Seabin caught a range
of food wrappers, plastic bottles, and
many cigarette butts within its first
20hrs of operation at the marina.
Is floating trash a big issue in the Harbour? “Yes, this year especially with all
the flooding we’ve had, you notice extra stuff floating around and usually we
have to get it out by hand,” said Kelly.
The Seabin has also serves as a visual
reminder to minimize garbage around
the water so it doesn’t end up in the
lake.
The Seabin was invented by two Australian surfers who were tired of swimming through oceans filled with garbage. The company works with ports
and marinas specifically to catch litter
before it enters other waterways. Marinas provide a controlled environment,
with staff to monitor the devices, making them an ideal space for installation
of this eco-technology.
So far, over 700 Seabins have been
installed around the world. The company’s mission is simple: “to live in a
world without the need for Seabins”.
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FALL CONVERSATIONS
THAT MATTER: SPEAKER
SERIES EDUCATES VOTERS
BEFORE FEDERAL ELECTION
SUBMITTED BY:
PAUL TAKALA AND LORRAINE CARTER

As uncertain facts and ‘fake news’
continue to dominate world headlines, Hamilton residents have
asked for non-partisan information
to make informed voting decisions
ahead of elections. This October,
McMaster University Centre for
Continuing Education, the Hamilton Public Library, and the City
of Hamilton will again present a
speaker series focused on voter education and dialogue.
The series coincides with Canada’s
upcoming federal election when
Hamiltonians head to the polls on
October 21 to elect a new government. While voter turnout is the
cornerstone of a healthy democracy,
election after election, voter turnout
remains low. During the past federal
election, only 66% of eligible Hamiltonians voted.
A Statistics Canada report points
out the following: “Among those
who had not voted in the past federal election, 14 per cent of young
adults age 25 to 34 reported the
main reason was due to a lack of
information on the issues” (Turcotte, 2015). Likewise, a significant
number of attendees at the 2017 Our
Future Hamilton Summit identified
voter education as the top barrier to
voter turnout. Many attendees said
they did not know enough about the
issues – or about party platforms –
to make informed decisions on voting day.
Following the 2017 Our Future
Hamilton Summit, McMaster Centre for Continuing Education, the
Hamilton Public Library, and the
City of Hamilton decided to collaborate to address one of the major
barriers to voter turnout, namely,
education. A partnership developed
and the Conversations that Matter:
Civic Engagement Speaker Series
was born.
Since then, the team has developed an annual speaker series to
provide credible, trustworthy and
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easy-to-understand information to
help Hamiltonians make informed
choices at the polls.
During the 2018 spring Conversations that Matter series, more than
150 people attended the sessions
and an additional 3,693 watched
the panels online through Facebook. The provincial election was a
heated one in Ontario and had the
strongest voter turnout in almost 20
years, with 58 per cent of Ontarians
voting – an increase of seven per
cent from 2014.
Ahead of the municipal election, the
2018 fall series included moderated
discussions on community engagement and inclusion, environmental
sustainability, as well as culture
and heritage in the city. The series
attracted over 100 attendees and
1,568 online listeners. Municipal
elections in Hamilton traditionally
attract lower voter turnout than federal and provincial elections. With
38.4% of the city’s voters participating in the 2018 municipal election, voter turn out increased by five
percentage points.
To help voters prepare for the October 21 federal election, two panels are being organized. The first is
called Canada’s Environment: From
National Policy to Local Impact and
will occur on Wednesday, October
2. The second panel is titled Canada’s Rich and Diverse Cultural Fabric and will be offered on Wednesday, October 9.
The October 2 session will be held
at McMaster Centre for Continuing
Education, 1 James St. N. (Jackson
Square), 2nd Floor. It will be moderated by McMaster Professor of
Biology, Dr. Jim Quinn. Panelists
include Dr. Myles Sergeant, Clinical Professor at McMaster University and founding medical director of
the Shelter Health Network of Hamilton and co-founder of Trees for
Hamilton; Chris McLaughlin from
the Bay Area Restoration Council;
and Jessica Kaknivicius, Vice-president Community Engagement, Sustainable Forestry Initiative.
Canada’s cultural diversity will be
explored on October 9 at Hamilton
Public Library’s Central Branch,
4th Floor.
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HUGHSON
STREET
BAPTIST
CHURCH
For the months of October
our worship services will be at
CityKidz, 601 Burlington St E.
this is due to ongoing
construction at Bennetto School
CONTACT INFO:
905.527.3972 | office@hughson.ca
www.hughson.ca
OFFICE HOURS:
Monday to Friday, 9AM - 4PM
SUNDAY MORNING SERVICE
BENNETTO SCHOOL
10:00AM
47 Simcoe St E, Hamilton, ON
Hughson Street Baptist Church has been a
part of the North End since 1887. Each Sunday we gather for a lively time of worship
with music, and relevant teaching from the
Bible. There is a program for children who
are babies right through Grade 8. During the
week we have several Youth centered programs and our Coffee’s On drop-in on Friday
mornings. Give us a call, or check the website
for details: www.hughson.ca
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THE VIEW FROM LAKE ONTARIO:

HOW THE NORTH END FITS IN
Separated from the city by swamps and
ravines, it was originally only accessible through John and James Streets.
The North End was further developed
by railway access and manufacturing,
drawing European immigrants. Then
in the late 1800s came the steel mills,
which expanded and flourished up to
the 2000s. Today demand for industrial
labour is shrinking and other kinds of
work, not dependant on water, rail and
manufacturing are still emerging.
The North End has been home to the
people who work here and in the adjacent industrial lands. The ravines and
swamps have replaced by streets, docks,
railways and roads, as well as factories,
warehouses, houses, businesses, places of worship and community centres.
These are constantly changing. Neigbourhood streets are lined with every
type of house and dwelling from 19th
century cottages to the latest semi-detached homes.
Hamilton is still one of the major ports
on the Great Lakes, where agricultural products are once more important.
Newcomers still come to settle in the
North End, but with shipping becoming highly automated and fewer jobs in
manufacturing, local work is harder to
find. Many now commute elsewhere,
by car or public transit instead of walking or cycling to work.
On a summer evening North Enders
still socialize on their front porches and
children pedal their bikes down mostly quiet streets. You can walk around
Bayfront park and along the Bay trail
or hang out on Pier 8 for roller skating
and a coffee, or fish anywhere along the
water, and, if you have a boat, you can
sail.

WALKABOUT
COMMUNITY
SUBMITTED BY KEN HIRTER

On Saturday September 14th 2019,
I laced up my runners and took to the
paths for “THE GENERAL HOSPITAL FOUNDATION STRIDES FOR
THE GENERAL” now going into their
10th year. It is the largest fundraising
event of the calendar year for the General.
It was a wonderful day as more than
700+ participated in this worthwhile and vital cause to raise money
and awareness for the necessary and
much needed Imaging equipment for
the General Hospital including the
REGIONAL
REHABILITATION
CENRE. Recovery for those patients
dealing with spinal cord injuries/head
trauma & strokes.....
THE 5K WALK & RUN took place in
Beautiful Bayfront Park and the Rail
trail. The walkers, runners and the former patients and their teams of supporters, along with their friends & family was awash of a sea of green, blue &
white in love & support for strides.
Remembering and Memorian:
~Jeffory James Wolfenden ~
I ran this 5K run with the “WOLF’S
DEN” a team comprised of Jeff’s family, extended family, friends and 2 furry
friends too. I profiled both Jeff & Jennifer Wolfenden for the April edition
of the North End Breezes of those who
make difference within our Community going above and beyond.
I was saddened as were many when
Jeff passed away on July 06th 2019.

The North End has the best doughnuts
in southern Ontario, as well as hidden
community gardens and, possibly, bootlegger caves. However, the neighbors
who have lived and worked together for
nearly two centuries are what make it
work. Bridges have been built between
the North End and the rest of the city,
but they have also been removed.
We need rebuild these bridges both with
the city and each other in a way that
improves life for everyone and helps
keep our neighbourhood the unique and
wonderful place that it is.

He was a guiding force and a pillar of
light of hope for the many, many patients and former patients of both the
Hospital and especially the Rehabilitation Center.

tinued to visit the patients and was a
cheerleader for those struggling to get
up, get dress and to get outside and enjoy life. That was Jeff.

Everyone gathered together and many
ran for others and to lend support for
STRIDES. The mood of all in attendance was exhilarating and that was
shown as the sun shone down on everyOn Sunday July 13th 2019 over 400+
one on a beautiful Saturday morning &
family & friends gathered to celebrate
afternoon. Jeff was there in spirit, but
his remarkable life & times.
his spirit and his heart was in Spain
Jeff & Jennifer were Strides ambas- with Jennifer on her Journey.
sadors here in Hamilton last year. Jeff
From the food, entertainment the
along with his wonderful wife & light
speeches and the money raised for such
both shared their own story of their exa much worthy cause to our Hospital
perience, strength & hope to cope to
in our neighborhood.....it was such a
live, manage and rebuild a better life
wonderful day and an experience.
and foundation to survive after stroke
survival tales: the faces and advcotes Thanks to all who donated & pledged
for Stroke Survivors everywhere past myself on my run. Thanks for helping
and present.
the GENERAL HOSPITAL to make a
difference in rehabilitation care proJennifer continues
vided to Jeff, Jennifer and the many
her walk in Spain
faces of the survivors. We remember
for the “Wolf’s
those who never made it and ....we reDen” it was to have
member Jeff and those gone before us
been a pilgrimage
and after us.
and a adventure
that both Jeff & It was a touching event that I will cherJennifer were to ish for a lifetime. Take care of you and
walk together. With those around you
Jeff’s passing Jennifer went on this
trek with the memory, spirit & heart
of her beloved, her
light walking along
her side leading to
their final destination Santiago Spain.

We thought of both Jeff & Jennifer
as we walked & ran all together for
“Strides for the GENERAL a cause
that both Jeff & Jennifer hold dearest
At the time of Jeff’s passing Jeff con- in their hearts.
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ELECTION 2019: CANDIDATE PROFILES
MONICA CIRIELLO

Monica Ciriello is the Conservative Party Candidate in the
2019 federal election working to bring change to Hamilton Centre. After completing
her graduate studies in politics and public policy, Monica
went to law school where she
developed a passion and commitment for public service. In
2013, Monica moved to Hamilton where she began working
at City Hall. Monica is married
and lives in Hamilton with her
husband Greg.
Monica currently manages the
daily operation of legal and
court services. She ensures trust
and confidence in the judicial
system by providing a timely
access to justice for all. She is
a champion for small businesses and knows the importance
of small businesses as part of
a strong and vibrant community. Through this experience, as
well as representing a several
municipalities across Ontario,
Monica understands the issues
facing Ontario communities
and the challenges and opportunities facing families in Hamilton Centre.
Since being nominated, Monica has hit the ground running,
knocking on doors and hearing
about what is important to people in the community. On top of
jobs, the economy and public
safety Monica is hearing that
life is becoming increasingly
unaffordable for families. Monica believes in Andrew Scheer,
she gets things done and will be
a strong voice in Ottawa. She is
working hard to earn your vote
in 2019 to ensure you are getting ahead not just getting by!

MATTHEW GREEN

As Ward 3 City Councillor, Matthew
worked hard to connect residents to
their government so their voices
were heard. Together with the people of Hamilton Centre, he fought
for better social housing, stood up
for civic rights and economic justice, and defended the environment,
including:
•

Establishing Hamilton as the first
city in Ontario to introduce an environmental Bill of Rights

•

Licensing and regulating predatory payday loan businesses and
supporting Postal Banking options through Canada Post

•

Investing over a million dollars in
Social Housing including seniors
housing along with bold partnerships with the Hamilton Community Land Trust and Indwell.

•

Championing the campaign to
Keep Transit Public

•

Creating a local Community
Benefits Network to ensure our
communities are getting shared
value out of major infrastructure
investments and urban development projects

•

Establishing January 29 as the
Day of Remembrance and Action
on Islamophobia, in response to
the 2017 attack on the Centre
Culturel Islamique de Québec
and 2016 attempted firebombing of Hamilton’s Ibrahim Jame
mosque

As a father raising his family in
Hamilton, Matthew understands we
need to act now to protect the future
of the community. He’s seen how
Hamiltonians have been left behind
as costs go up, but wages don’t – and
governments keep giving breaks to
the richest. And he knows the climate emergency is a threat to every
community.
He’s ready to follow in the footsteps of David Christopherson and
head to Parliament to tackle climate change with a plan that creates
300,000 new green jobs for Canadians, hold tax-evading corporations
accountable, and deliver services
that families can rely on. Matthew
is committed to ensuring the real
working-class values of Hamilton
continue to be represented in Ottawa and to fight for issues that are
important to you such as universal
pharmacare, affordable housing, and
urgent action for the environment.

JASPER KUJAVSKY

Jasper is a former Parliamentary assistant who became a
lawyer and practiced primarily
immigration refugee law. He
served two terms on the HECFI
board of directors which managed Copps Coliseum, Hamilton Place and the Convention
Centre. He was a Vice President
of real estate developer Canderel-Stoneridge. He led an effort to build the Canadian Music Hall of Fame on Hamilton’s
waterfront. He is a prosecutor
at the Hamilton courthouse
while also working as a development consultant with specific
expertise in the sports, entertainment, hospitality and convention sectors. He is coordinating the private-sector group
behind the plan for a renewed
Entertainment Precinct in the
heart of urban Hamilton, and is
a member of Hamilton100, the
new community-led bid for the
100th anniversary 2030 Commonwealth Games. A bilingual
communicator, he is also a professional boxing judge, and
most importantly, the proud father of 25 year old Alexander!
If Jasper becomes your next
Member of Parliament for
Hamilton Centre, he will fight
for all the constituents of this
urban riding, representing
your needs on issues ranging
from Employment Insurance
and immigration to health and
pharmacare, poverty reduction,
affordable housing, the environment, seniors, transit and infrastructure, and worker’s pensions. He hopes to earn your
support and go on to represent
the good people of Hamilton
Centre in the House of Commons.

TONY LEMMA

Independent Federal Candidate
for Hamilton Centre
tonylemma.ca
I am a resident. Hamilton Centre became home in 2006. I’m
passionate about my City and
deeply committed to adding
value to my community. I’m
a servant leader and believe a
good leader should lead from
among. I also believe a good
vision or plan comes from the
richness of broad input and
participation from all, inclusive
of expert advice. This kind of
leadership doesn’t ‘dictate’ an
outcome but promotes one that
‘articulates’ and implements
agreed upon desired outcomes.
I am an independent candidate.
Too often, I’ve heard residents
tell me they feel our politicians
care more about their Party
affiliation than the job of real
constituent
representation.
Have you ever felt like partisan politicians spend more time
talking at you, than for you? I
will have no Party Leader taking your voice by telling me
what to say and no Party Whip
taking priority over you by telling me how to vote.
I am seeking legislative electoral and democratic reforms.
I’m passionate about the democratic process and about real
representative democracy. That
passion has led me to stand as
a Candidate in the last Provincial and Municipal Election. I
believe you should have control over our elected officials.
You pay their salaries and you
should be telling them what to
do.
In this upcoming 2019 Federal
Election, vote Tony Lemma!

JASON LOPEZ

Jason was born and raised in a
small home in Hamilton Centre, a son of immigrant parents
from Colombia. Not owning a
car for most of his life, Jason
learned to rely on public transportation to get around this
wonderful city. He studied at
McMaster University, taking
a broad range of courses and
majoring in history. In order
to pay for school, Jason took
up a part-time job in the stock
room at East Hamilton Radio.
There, he was known for his
hard work and dedication to
the family business, where he
works to this day in a senior
management position. As a
manager, Jason has supported
the adoption of green initiatives
such as rooftop solar through
the Ontario MicroFit program.
Becoming a father of two children motivated Jason to become more active and vocal as
an opponent of climate change.
Jason wanted to put his years of
experience in business to good
use, so he decided to dedicate
his time to the Green Party, running as a provincial candidate
in the 2018 election. He has
since then continued his commitment to the party’s growth
by taking on the role of CEO
for the Hamilton Centre federal
electoral district association.
Now Jason takes on his greatest
challenge yet: joining Elizabeth
May as one of the 338 Green
Party candidates for the 2019
federal election. Jason feels
that this election will be critical
to our future and that the time
for Green voices in Parliament
is now! Jason believes that his
experience has prepared him
for the challenges ahead and
is honoured that the people of
Hamilton Centre have put their
faith in him, by choosing him
in the city’s first-ever contested
nomination.

